The $25 Subscription to
USAVALUESII2.com
Snap shut the education gap first
things first. The concepts are
brought to the website from
outside traditional education
thinking.
The whole community must start
with the outside the box concepts
to the education gap from the
start. Concepts are unique within Education Reform.
You should wish to be on the ground floor of developing age 0-6 Best
Practice Ready to Read, Count, and Understand Positive Expectations before
kindergarten at the base of the snap.
Understand the concept of NewOldMoney Funding for the community and
early Ready to Read Activity based education totally outside of traditions backing
up those present.
The private sector funding for the whole nation’s really ready to read before
kindergarten outcomes will resource critical positive expectations for urban mom.
Matching the best. The best practice resources to create these outcomes are simply
“owned” to urban mom and already exist elsewhere. Public sector funding is not
expected to initially change. We are about more Best Practice Delivery for the
most at risk with accountable outcomes.
We have very high expectations for your understanding when you subscribe for
$25. We will stay with you to your understanding. We will keep you tuned into
the NewOldMony Objective. Funded Delivery of Best Practice outcomes for
urban mom first things first are issues that the public sector will never put on the
table. But, best practice outcomes never disappear locally or on the world
stage.
We ask that visitors to www.usavaluesII2.com subscribe to the website even
though the site has no viewing barriers. (See the stores page to order) The paid

subscriber will give us total numbers paid compared to the total on the website and
in the community. This data part of what triggers the NewOldMony from the
private sector’s proxy who has more digital currency than god and a moral
imperative to do more than just talk about urban moms’ capacity constraint.
A subscriber can create their own listing subject to review. A listing that works
with their email, website, business card or a public service message. Be a part of
it. Make the most of it. It only costs $25 to subscribe and $50 for optional
revisions and one link to a website or Facebook page or Twitter account. We are
out of the box and not a 501c3, and need to sustain with sales.
Citizen rich or poor please land here -- What can you do about
this? Use http://www.usavaluesii2.com/payment/ to send $25 via the PayPal
account tomwolfgram@usavalues-character.com to join this important work.
This is the information www.usavaluesII2.com The FED has the currency for a
new deal for “urban” mom. It will trigger the growth delivered by the private
sector for the equal start of age 0-6 children. The Federal Reserve Banks are the
proxy for the private sector and only they decide who benefits from their Monetary
Policy.
Purchase a reminder to quarterly point out to the Federal Reserve Banks in an
email march of sorts that the private sector proxy is the Federal Reserve Bank. Its
Board of Governors is the only organization large enough to give the gift of early
reading skills to urban mom for her children. They don’t want to hear this but they
know it is true.
So what would the Federal Reserve Banks do with 1,000,000 emails telling them
how important they are to equality.

